Special thanks to Robin Veder for her guidance in compiling this issue’s section on horticulture.
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cover: Jet Rocket, flower arrangement by Mrs. Leo Thomas. Winner of the tri-color award in the 1962 South Carolina State Fair Flower Show. Made from a commercial shoe display, dyed thistles, artichoke petals, agave leaves, okra pods, and dried grass.

preceding: Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka’s glass models of parts of a cocoa tree,1893. Photo Hillel Burger. Courtesy The Botanical Museum, Harvard University

erratum
The footnotes for Frances Richard’s “Colors” column in issue 5 were mysteriously plucked out of the text by a thief. If you find them, please return them for an award. The below should help you identify the missing footnotes:

COLUMNS
13 THE CLEAN ROOM DAVID SERLIN
17 LEFTOVERS MIERLE LADERMAN UKELES
20 COLORS JONATHAN LETHEM
23 INGESTION ALLEN S. WEISS

MAIN
27 THE BEAUTIFUL POSSIBILITY PAUL COLLINS
32 / 60 LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION RACHEL HARRISON
34 NO HAIR OF THE DOG JESSE LERNER
38 THE BOREAL CROWN AND THE DOWNFALL OF CIVILIZATION
   ANONYMOUS
42 NECESSARY FICTIONS: A TOUR OF GUIDEBOOKS TO
   TWENTIETH-CENTURY SAIGON LILY CHI
49 TRANSCENDENCE (PUFFY) LISA YOUNG
50 LIVE LIKE THIS Sabine Bitter and Helmut Weber
53 HOW TO READ TWO MONOLITHS SRDJAN JOVANOVIĆ WEISS
   AND SABINE VON FISCHER
56 FROM CARNIVAL TO CARNIVAL™ PHILIP SCHER

HORTICULTURE
63 GREAT VITREOUS TACT FRANCES RICHARD
67 THE NEW HEALTH CENTER DEBS, COBBETT AND PLANT
69 A GUIDE TO INSULTS
70 PROFESSOR NAESS’S ALPINE GARDEN DAVID ROTHENBERG
72 COLOR GARDENS BEFORE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
   ROBIN VEDER
76 GEOHORTICULTURAL FANTASIES LEWIS MASQUERIER
77 “TERRIBLE INVASION OF FOREIGNERS” REBECCA PRESTON
82 / 86 LOISADA SØREN MARTINSEN
84 A POETICS OF PLANT PATHOLOGY SUSAN SWENSON
88 RUBUS ARMINIACUS OFFICE FOR SOFT ARCHITECTURE
90 SEED PACKET PROJECTS KIM DICKEY, KRIS LEE, ALAN SONFIST,
   LAURA STEIN AND THE ROYAL POTTER
95 THINKING LIKE A PLANT CHRISTOPH COX
99 ANTI-MONUMENTS ANN BURKE DALY
101 ENGLISH GARDENS AND THE DIVISION OF LABOR
   MARTIN HOYLES
105 PHOTOGRAPHS JUSTINE KURLAND
110 LINNAEUS: PRUNING NAMES LYTTLE SHAW
111 THE MYSTERY OF SPRING SPENCER FINCH
116 SHOW ME THE MONET RACHEL URKOWITZ
119 LOS ANGELES, GARDEN CITY ANGELA BLAKE
123 THE SCHRIBER GARDEN JAN TURROWSKI
126 PROPOSED REDEVELOPMENT OF THE OVAL, HACKNEY E2,
   LONDON NILS NORMAN

AND

POSTCARD 1 OLAV WESTPHALEN
POSTCARD 2 PAUL RAMIREZ JONAS
PROPS AND CLIMBERS
LAURA STEIN

This potential garden "props and climbers" consists of several tall stemmed plants and non-aggressive vines. The large plants act as support for the climbers to work their way up. The vines use the larger, firmly stemmed plants for their own benefit to achieve a certain height. There will be pressure on the tall counterparts but they will not be harmed in any way. The strongly directed assist the mal-leable ones.

The end result will be five-foot tall flowering flowers with spherical overtones.

SEEDS: Props: Sunflower "Velvet Queen" (Helianthus annus); Globe Thistle (Echinops ritro); Lion's Ear Staircase (Leonotis leonurus). Climbers: Susie Series Black-Eyed Susan Vine "Susie Mix" (Thunbergia alata); Love-in-a-Puff (Cardiospermum halicacabum)

MIRAGE (FATA MORGANA)
KIM DICKEY

As illusory as any mirage is the belief, held by many a man, that ahead of him lies only good fortune.


At the age of sixteen, I worked on a cattle ranch in Bolivia and traversed seemingly endless expanses of the savanna on horseback. Though there was little sand, there were oases—clumps of trees in the distance—forming islands separated by flat grassland stretching for miles. During the rainy season they became real islands and hence a refuge for the cattle, ostriches, capybaras, and other grazing creatures.

On subsequent trips to American deserts, I sought out more oases. The mysterious and triumphant survival of plants surrounded by a hostile environment haunted me. Wherever they were, they seemed to huddle against an ever-encroaching barrenness. My fascination with this harsh, though strangely appealing, aesthetic was reinforced by my interest in literature of the west—Cormac McCarthy novels, for instance—and films such as Sam Peckinpah's. Now, living in Colorado year round, I continue research on "desert life"—an apparent oxymoron that still intrigues me.

The desire to find one's own oasis is a powerful one. This promise of a place in the distance that will offer you shade, quench your thirst, and ease your struggles is familiar, yet elusive. So if you're tired of looking and one can't be found, why not grow your own with this Mirage seed packet. The idea is to create a reflexive landscape, a construction that refers to its own construction.

The seeds I've included in this package offer the essential ingredients for a classic oasis. While this collection of palms, cacti, and banana tree will set the stage, no true oasis is complete without a source of water. As this is no easy task to find in a desert setting, where these plants are best suited to grow, you will have to search for just the right spot. This may take a while to find, but persevere. You'll probably anticipate its appearance long before you reach it.

SEEDS: Red Travelers Palm (Ravenala Guyanensis); Solitaire Palm (Psychosperma elegans); Velvet Banana (Musa velutina); Mixed Cacti (Lemaireocereus thurberi, Lemaireocereus prunosis, Echinocactus ingens, Ferrocactus stainsii, Pilocereus palmieri, Saguaro, Pachycereus pringlei and Opuntia engelmaniana)

SEEDS OF NEW YORK
ALAN SONFIST

Seeds with soil collected from locations around the city, including cracks in the sidewalk, numerous lots, and various open areas. The assortment of seeds contained in each sample is unplanned and spontaneous. They represent both historical seeds and those newly introduced into the city's ecology. Seeds can stay dormant for thousands of years—some may be as old as New York's first tree.

The contents of each packet are distinct and unpredictable, perhaps containing exotic plants from different times. One might contain the undiscovered de Vinci of seeds. The package design features a satellite view of New York City, with markings indicating the sites where the seeds were gathered. This artwork revisits the project: I created for the first Earth Day (1970), for which I placed mounds of indigenous seeds all over lower Manhattan. It is also a response to my first Time Landscape (1965), where I reintroduced historical vegetation to the city. This new exploration is in turn excavating the hidden forests dormant under the city's concrete. I have created similar artworks in the past in Europe, exposing the hidden natural past of contemporary cities.

SEEDS: Variable

DOUBLE CROSS
KRIS LEE

Though its Linnean designation honors the 16th-century Belgian botanist Matthias de Lobel, the perennial herb Lobelia is primarily native to North America, where it was familiarly known as Wild or Incian Tobacco. Its scientific name emphasizes a widely held belief that the plant functioned as a curative for venereal disease. The early colonists learned about Lobelia from the Native Americans, who prized it for its variety of uses in both medicinal and ceremonial contexts.

Lobelia is a paradoxical plant. Its primary alkaloids simultaneously stimulate and relax the respiratory system, making it a valuable tool in treating complaints such as asthma, bronchitis, and pneumonia. Because of its vivid emetic properties (its colloquial names include Pukeweed, Vomitweed, and Gagroot), Lobelia is often used to induce vomiting in cases of poisoning. Taken in large doses, however, it itself becomes poisonous, causing tremors, dizziness, paralysis, and death. It is these contradictory effects that led tribes such as the Penobscot to use it both to attract and repel love.

A popular garden plant, Lobelia grows to three feet tall with light blue or lavender blooms.

SEEDS: Lobelia Siphilitica

SEED PACKETS

A month or so after we asked four artists to "curate" special seed packets for this issue of Cabinet, we received the following letter and photograph. We suspect Major Lazarus Pine to be a pseudonym but neither of our two suspects confessed, despite long interrogation sessions where we threatened to place soil in their ears and grow plants in them. We publish the letter verbatim, hoping that despite his cowardly use of a pseudonym, the Royal Potter will honor his promise and send a pot to any reader who asks for it. Readers can also receive the four unlimited edition seed packets shown overhead by contacting our main office. The set of four costs $10.